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Abstract—DSP-enhanced intensity-modulation direct-detection 
(IM/DD) systems can support up to 56 Gb/s over 100 km signal 
transmissions at C-band. To achieve higher data rates and longer 
transmission distances, we propose data-aided iterative algorithm 
(DIA) and decision-directed DIA (DD-DIA) to digitally mitigate 
signal-signal beating interference (SSBI) without requiring any 
modifications to physical layer structures. DIA utilizes pilot 
symbols with uniformly spaced insertions to relax the modified 
Gerchberg-Saxton (G-S) algorithms that suffer from the local 
optimum problem. To further improve the symbol error rate 
(SER) performance and convergence speed, DD-DIA introduces a 
decision process to generate pseudo-pilots. We numerically 
compare DIA with other algorithms and find that DIA can 
recover signals subject to large fiber dispersions corresponding to 
which conventional IA and Volterra filter (VF) fail, while DD-DIA 
significantly accelerates the convergence speed and improves the 
reconstruction performance compared with DIA, it can support 
100-Gb/s PAM4 over 400-km IM/DD transmissions within just 50 
iterations. Two orders of magnitude reductions in SER is 
observed for 100 Gb/s PAM4 signal transmission over 100-km 
SSMFs. Compared with conventional IA, the proposed techniques 
have higher convergence speeds, better global optimum features 
and large tolerances to physical model errors. In particular, 
DD-DIA results in larger optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR)/ 
received optical power (ROP) improvement, higher transmission 
capacities and less computational complexity. DD-DIA is a 
promising algorithm for efficiently reconstructing 2-dimensional 
optical field for conventional IM/DD optical transmission systems. 
Index Terms—Optical communication, digital signal 
processing, IM/DD system, field reconstruction. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
ITH the ever exponentially increasing requirement for 
long-haul and high-speed communications, electronic 
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practically deployed in coherent optical transmission systems 
[1]. However, for intensity modulation and direct detection 
(IM/DD) optical transmission systems that are widely 
implemented for short or medium reach communications 
scenarios, the available EDC technique cannot be directly 
applied to compensate for fiber chromatic dispersion because 
of signal-signal beating interference (SSBI) induced by 
square-law photon detection. It is difficult to compensate for 
the SSBI effect perfectly especially for cases where a large 
accumulated fiber dispersion occurs. To fully reconstruct  the 
optical field in the receiver end, significant  modifications to 
receiver configurations have been undertaken by utilizing  
schemes such as the single sideband (SSB) techniques [2], 
Kramers-Kronig reception [3], delay interferometers [4], 
Stokes vector receivers and self-homodyne detection[5]. 
However, all of the abovementioned schemes change the 
physical layer structure of a conventional IM/DD transmission 
system. In addition, at the transmitter side, dual-drive 
Mach-Zehnder modulators (DD-MZMs) [2], I/Q-modulators [6] 
or optical filters [4] are also required to achieve optical SSB 
modulation. As a result, a direct optical field recovery in an 
IM/DD system without changing the physical layer system 
structure is highly expected for practical deployment.  
To enhance the transmission performance but without any 
physical structure modifications to conventional IM/DD optical 
transmission systems, several digital signal processing 
(DSP)-based performance enhancement algorithms have been 
presented to combat the effects including CD, the 
equalization-induced noise enhancement and transceiver 
nonlinearities. These techniques include Volterra equalization 
[7], Tomlinson-Harashima precoding [8] and FDE-MLSE [9]. 
Regardless of their algorithm complexity, these techniques can 
support up to 84-Gb/s over 80-km [9] or 56-Gb/s over 100-km 
[10] optical transmissions at C-band. 
 Recently, an iterative field retrieval algorithm originating 
from the G-S algorithm developed for optical imaging shows 
good potential for further improving the signal transmission 
capacity of the IM/DD optical transmission systems. In 
previously published work, the modified G-S algorithms can be  
applied at the transmitter [11] and the receiver [10, 12] for 
pre-emphasis and post-compensation, respectively. In the 
algorithms, the received optical current is regarded as the image 
plane, and the transmitted optical signal is regarded as the 
object plane where its phase is determined by pre-determined 
modulator/system characteristics including the chromatic 
dispersion parameter, the fiber length and the characteristics of 
the intensity modulator.  To minimize the errors associated with 
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the square-law detected signal at the receiver, optimizations of 
the received optical field should be performed to ensure good 
matching between the estimated optical field and the real 
optical field after transmitting through the physical 
transmission system. This is referred to as the local-optimum 
problem, which causes the first derivative of the convergence 
curve to approach zero even when the errors are still large. This 
local-optimum problem is more significant for large 
accumulated dispersion cases. To address such a problem, in a 
recently published paper [13], with the help of training symbols 
and a dispersion device, the G-S algorithm is used to 
reconstruct the complex optical signal iteratively. However, the 
algorithm requires an extra dispersive device and two PDs, 
leading to the increase in the receiver complexity. In addition, 
to reduce the estimated errors, the algorithm reported in [13] 
also needs an “escape” operation that may require thousands of 
iterations. 
In order to efficiently linearize the IM/DD optical 
transmission systems in a low-cost way, in this paper, we 
introduce pilot symbols into the transmitted frames in the 
receiver to accelerate the convergence of the conventional 
iterative algorithms. The proposed technique is termed 
data-aided iterative algorithm (DIA), which can recover the 
optical field and transmitted data received by only one 
photodiode even at the presence of severe CD-induced 
distortions that lead to the operation failure of the first 
three-order Volterra equalization and conventional iterative 
G-S algorithms. Through numerical simulations, the 
effectiveness of the proposed DIA technique is demonstrated in 
terms of improving the OSNR/ROP, signal transmission 
capacity and convergence acceleration. Our simulations show 
that for 100 Gb/s PAM4 signal transmissions over 50 km SSMF 
at an OSNR of 43 dB and a ROP of -4 dBm, more than 5-dB 
ROP improvement and up to 4-dB OSNR improvement are 
obtainable when a DIA overhead as low as 6.7% is introduced. 
It is also shown that the increase in the pilot symbol repetition 
rate is beneficial to both the convergence speed and the 
reconstructed signal performance.  
Furthermore, a modified DIA technique called decision 
directed DIA (DD-DIA) is also proposed in this paper, which 
uses randomly selected symbols to enrich the pilot collection 
and increase the repetition rate of the pilot symbols. With the 
help of the pilot symbols from DIA and the decided symbols 
from the decision process, the IM/DD optical transmission 
systems can support 100-Gb/s 400-km optical fiber 
transmissions at C-band. Compared with the DIA technique, 
the symbol decision in DD-DIA contributes symbol error 
reductions by two orders of magnitude for 100-Gb/s over 
100-km PAM4 transmissions. The symbol decision in DD-DIA 
enables further significant performance improvements when 
DIA reduces the SER to 1×10-1. A good DD-DIA convergence 
is obtainable within just 50 iterations. Furthermore, the 
decision process offers DIA a large tolerance to channel 
parameter estimation errors.  
This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the 
principles of DIA and the pilot allocation method. In Section III, 
we verify DIA’s performance in improving OSNRs/ROPs, 
transmission distances/data rates and convergence performance, 
as well as the tolerance to channel physical-model estimation 
errors.  In Section IV, we introduce the DD-DIA technique and 
explore its performance enhancement compared with DIA. 
Finally, the advantages of our proposed algorithm are 
summarized briefly in Section V. 
II. PRINCIPLES  
To describe the signal reconstruction principles, we consider 
a conventional IM/DD optical transmission system. At the 
transmitter side, the optical field after an intensity modulator 
can be expressed as 
o[ ( )]( ) ( )e Chirp
j t t
TxE t A d t
 +
= + ,                       (1) 
where ( )d t is the electrical driving signal, A  and   are the 
bias current of the modulator’s driving signal and the central 
angular frequency of the optical signal. The intensity 
modulator’s chirp-induced additional phase, which is related to 
the optical power ( )P t , can be expressed as[14, 15], 
1 ( )
( ) ( ) [ ( ) ln ( )]
4 ( ) 4
Chirp
dP t
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
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The linewidth enhancement factor  and the adiabaticchirp 
coefficient  of a commercially available DML are about 2-5 
and 10-15 GHz/mW respectively, whilst an EML can have 
0 = . An ideal intensity modulator has ( ) 0.Chirp t =  After 
fiber transmission, the complex spectrum of the received 
optical field can be expressed as[16], 
2
2
( ) ( ) ( ), ( ) e
j D Lf
c
Rx Tx CD CDE f E f H f H f

−
= = ,      (3) 
where D,  , c , L , and f represent the fiber dispersion, the 
central wavelength, the velocity of light, the transmission 
distance, and the analogue frequency, respectively. ( )CDH f  is 
the frequency-domain transfer function of the dispersive fiber. 
The PD detected signal can be expressed in Eq. (4) which 
contains linear terms after Taylor expansion[16], 
2
1 2










where Re[ ] , 
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F and  represent the real part of the complex 
signal, the inverse Fourier transform and convolution 
operations. The DC component A  can be easily filtered out 
after the optical-to-electrical conversion. For small signal 
analysis, the approximated power fading consisting of the 
intensity modulator, fiber transmission and a detector can be 
described by power spectrum density[15]
2
( )H f as Eq. (5), 
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,       (5) 
where 2 is the group-velocity dispersion coefficient. The 
expression of SSBI can be found in many research papers, 
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which can be Taylor-expanded to higher orders and difficult to 
be compensated by traditional equalization [17]. 
To process the signal sequence after an ADC in the receiver, 
we resample the signal by 2 samples per symbol. Assuming the 
signal is perfectly frame-synchronized, the DIA can be applied 
following the procedures illustrated in Fig. 1. The algorithm 
starts at the right hand of Fig.1, namely, the initialization of the 
phase ( )R n can be set by, 
_( )= ( ) 2 /R R init Sign n n L  = ,                       (6) 
where n is the time index and SigL is the sequence length. The 
initialization is not unique, which imposes negligible impacts 
on the linearization performance only if it is a slow time variant. 
It should be noted that random initializations should be avoided 
since they result in performance deteriorations. The calculated 
optical field before the PD 1( ) + ( ) exp[j ( )]s RR n A I nT n= is then 








CDT f R f H f A I t


−= = +F ,    (7) 
where ( )R t is the phase signal of the optical field propagated 
through the fiber. ( )I t is the detected optical current, which is 
proportional to the optical intensity injected into the PD.  In the 
digital domain, an analogue frequency f can be replaced with a 
digital angular frequency 2 sfT =  where sT is the sampling 
interval. 1( )T  is match-filtered and down-sampled to the baud 
rate and is subject to the pilot-symbol insertion, as expressed in 
Eq. (8)   



















,    (8) 
where  SRRCH , MFH , F , 
N , G , and M  represent the 
modulus value of a complex signal, square-root raise cosine 
filtering, match filtering, discrete Fourier transform, N× 
up-sampling, pilot symbol insertion operation and M× 
down-sampling, as shown in the left hand of Fig. 1.  Therein, 
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where , ( , )M L n k is the flag representing whether we insert 
pilot symbol to 1( )T t  at  a specific time and iteration slots. M, 
L, n, and k represent the time interval, the iteration interval, the 
time index and the iteration index respectively, as shown in Fig. 
2, in which the following parameters are taken: M=7, L=3 and 
an overhead of 1/M × 100%=14.28%. The pilot insertion 
operation is only enabled at the 1-st, 4-th, 7-th …. cycles of 




1( ) ( ) e
Chirpj nT n T

= F ,                   (10) 
which indicates the degeneration from the DIA to the 
conventional IA. The pilot symbol helps the further 
convergence at neighboring symbols and iterations. 
Then the newly constructed signal is forward-propagated 
through the fiber according to Eq. (3) in order to obtain 
1( )= { ( ) [ ( )]}CDR n H T n
−
F F . The angle part of ( )R n is then 
abstracted by ( ) ( )R n R n = , which is regarded as an 
estimated phase of the received optical field. Both ( )I t and  
( )R n are used to generate a new receiver-side optical field.  
The above describes the procedures associated with one 
iteration of the proposed DIA technique.  
From the above descriptions, it can be seen that the main 
differences between the proposed technique and the previously 
published techniques are: a training sequence is added into the 
transmitted sequence according to the pilot allocation regular to 
significantly improve the performance of the optical field phase 
retrieval in spite of slight computational complexity growth 
caused by pulse shaping and match-filtering for pilot insertion. 
The match filtering also contributes to the performance 
improvement because it shapes the RF spectrum and filters out 
the out-of-band signal from iterative calculations.   
Figure 3(a) shows the convergence curves of some specific 
time indexes of DIA and conventional IA. The DIA causes the 
output symbol amplitudes to fluctuate towards the converged 
value more rapidly. Moreover, some wrongly calculated 
amplitudes are corrected by DIA. From Fig. 3(b), we find the 
 




Fig. 2. The diagram of the training strategy of the DIA. 
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quality of the scatterplot of the PAM4 sequence recovered by 
DIA is improved considerably. 
Note that we do not introduce the “escape” operation to 
eliminate the local optimum problem, this shortens the 
execution time and reduces the computational complexity. 
Furthermore, we can introduce pseudo pilots to further enhance 
the DIA performance, which can be regarded as another 
novelty of the proposed technique, as discussed in Section IV.  
III. SIMULATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS   
To verify the performance improvement of the proposed 
DIA algorithm in DSB IM/DD optical transmission systems, 
we conduct numerical simulations using VPI, where a single 
carrier PAM4 signal is transmitted. Fig.4 and Table 1 show the 
simulation setup and device parameters of the PAM4 DSB 
IM/DD system.  
At the transmitter, a PRBS data sequence is mapped into a 
PAM4 symbol sequence, which is then up-sampled by a factor 
of 2. The square-root raised cosine (SRRC) filter with a roll-off 
factor of 0.1 is applied to the up-sampled sequence to improve 
the spectral efficiency and partially illuminate CD-induced 
signal distortions. The electrical-to-optical (E/O) conversion is 
realized by a Mach-Zander modulator (MZM) biased at Vπ/4, 
where the input continuous optical waveform operates at a 
wavelength of 1550.00 nm and has a linewidth of 100 kHz. The 
driving voltage amplitude of the RF input to the MZM is 0.4 V. 
To compare the performance between DIA, conventional IA, 
and the first 3 order Volterra nonlinear equalization, the baud 
rate is set to be 50 GBaud, and hence the output optical signal 
from the MZM has a 50 GHz bandwidth and a 100 Gb/s data 
rate. An ideal power-controlled EDFA is deployed after the 
MZM to ensure that the launch power is fixed at -2 dBm. The 
fiber length is 50 km with a dispersion parameter of 16 
ps/nm/km, which is identical to the commercial G. 652 fiber. 
An optical AWGN source loads noise to the optical signal 
transmitted through the fiber in order to adjust optical signal’s 
OSNR from 40 to 52 dB. The noise is calculated within a 
spectral resolution of 0.1 nm. At the receiver, to control the 
received optical power, a pre-amplifier is employed before the 
PIN photodiode where thermal noise and shot noise is 
considered. After optical-to-electrical (O/E) conversion in the 
receiver, the electrical current is sampled at a speed of 100 
GS/s. The receiver side DSP includes DIA, match filtering, 
down sampling, and maximum likelihood symbol decision. It 
should be noted that for cases where the dark current and 
thermal noise of a PD are higher than those used in the 
simulations, the extra channel noises just give rise to the 
increment of SERs at the low ROP ends, and their impacts on 
the SSBI cancellation performance degradations are 
negligible.Note, the dark current and thermal noise of PD in 
practice would be larger than the simulation. This can be 
regarded as an extra of the channel noise, which may simply 
lead to the increment of SER at the low end of ROP, however, it 
contributes little to the performance degradation in the SSBI 
cancellation. 
 
TABLE 1.  SIMULATION PARAMETERS 
System 
parameter 
Raw bit rate 100 Gb/s 
Modulation format PAM4 
SRRC rolling factor 0.1 
Fiber length 50 km 
Dispersion parameter 16 ps/nm/km 
Central wavelength 1550 nm 
Modulator: 
MZM 
Vπ 10 V 
Bias Voltage 2.5 V 
Driving amplitude 0.4 V 
PD:PIN 
Dark current 0 A 
Thermal noise 10×10-12 A/Hz1/2 
Responsivity 1 A/W 
A. Transmission performance improvement 
The SER versus OSNR and ROP performances are plotted in 
Fig. 5, where the performances of three algorithms including 
DIA, conventional IA and Volterra filter (VF) are shown to 
demonstrate the performance improvement of DIA. The VF 
with first three orders uses the RLS algorithm for fast 
convergence, which has been demonstrated outperforming FFE 
for system linearization [18]. For the DIA case, numerical 
simulations are undertaken for 25%, 10%, and 6.7% training 
overheads. The time intervals are 4, 10, and 15. The iteration 
intervals are kept at every 3 symbols, i.e., L=3 corresponding to 
Eq. (9).  
It is shown that the widely-studied Volterra equalization with 
100, 11, and 5 taps corresponding to the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd order, 
cannot recover the signal, while conventional IA can just 
reduce the SER of the recovered signal to a level of lower than 
the 20 % FEC limit. When using the training pilot, the SER 
decreases significantly compared with conventional IA. There 
are 4-dB OSNR improvement and larger than 5-dB ROP 
improvement are achieved by 6.7% overhead DIA. When the 
 
Fig. 3. Comparison of DIA and conventional IA for a 150 Gb/s PAM4 
signal transmitted over 20 km SSMF. The OSNR and ROP are 52 dB and 0 
dBm respectively. (a) The curves of the calculated values by DIA and 
conventional IA at specific time slots; (b) the scatterplots of DIA and 
conventional IA after 100 times iteration. 
 
 
Fig. 4. Simulation diagram and DSP flowchart of the transceiver. 
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overhead increases to 10%, the 7% FEC limit can be reached at 
an OSNR of 43 dB but without showing any sign of an error 
floor, as shown in Fig. 5(a). Meanwhile, the SER can be 
improved by more than 1 order of magnitude at a ROP of -8 
dBm.  As the accumulated dispersion is stronger at C-band for 
the 100-Gb/s optical double-sideband PAM4 signal, it results in 
stronger SSBI. This is  which is a dominant performance the 
dominated limitation factor. For further performance 
improvements, VF should be deployed with hybrid techniques 
with much llarger memory lengths [19], while the DIA can be 
upgraded to the DD-DIA with higher linearization capability by 
simply using a decision process, as detailed illustrated in 
Section IV in detail.  
B. Capacity Improvement  
As discussed in III.A, the DIA-induced gains in OSNR and 
ROP can also result in a signal transmission capacity 
improvement. To explore the DIA-enabled maximum 
achievable signal transmission capacity of the DSB IM/DD 
optical transmission system, we transmit the PAM4 signals of 
different data rates over various fiber lengths, then we evaluate 
the system performance in terms of SNR versus fiber length for 
different data rates. The results are plotted in Fig. 6, where 
DIA’s overheads of 6.7%, 10% and 20% are considered in 
Fig.6(a), Fig.6(b) and Fig.6(c), respectively. In simulating 
Fig.6, fixed OSNRs of 43 dB and fixed ROPs of -4dBm are 
adopted.  
Fig.6 shows that for each signal data rate, its SNR of the 
recovered signal increases with increasing training overhead.  
For 6.7% DIA, 80 Gb/s can be recovered after 400 km SSMF 
transmissions at the 20 % FEC limit, giving rise to a signal bit 
rate and distance product of 80 Gb/s×400 km×(1-6.7%)=7.464
×104 Gb/s ·km. While for a 20% DIA, 150 Gb/s can be 
recovered after 150 km SSMF transmissions at the 20 % FEC 
limit, giving rise to a signal bit rate and distance product of 150 
Gb/s×150 km×(1-20%)=1.8×104 Gb/s·km. Such DIA-enabled 
signal reconstruction performances show huge improvements 
in comparison with the previously published transmission 
record of 5.6×103 Gb/s ·km [12]. This confirms the DIA’s 
capability of linearizing IM/DD optical transmission systems 
and cancelling the major SSBI effect associated with IM/DD 
optical transmission systems. It can also be seen in Fig. 6 that 
the SNR reduction becomes relatively flattened when the 
SSMF lengths are beyond 40 km. The SNR curve fluctuations 
are caused by dispersion-induced frequency selective power 
fading, which is a function of accumulative dispersion.  
It should also be noted that although the proposed DIA 
algorithm with the contemporary training strategy outperforms 
all other algorithms, it is unable to fully compensate for the CD 
effect. In Section IV, we show a modification to DIA to further 
improve the IM/DD system performance. 
C. Convergence Performance 
Since the DIA reconstructs the signal by iterations, the 
iteration number is thus an important measure of its 
computational complexity. To explore the DIA’s convergence 
speed, without the loss of generosity, we consider a case where 
100 Gb/s PAM4 signals are transmitted over a 50-km SSMF. 
In Fig.7 we sketch the SNRs of the recovered signals as a 
function of iteration number for different ROPs, OSNRs and 
training overheads. From Fig.7 it is seen that decreasing the 
time interval of the training pilot can accelerate the algorithm 
convergence speed, but the tradeoff should be considered 
between the accelerated convergence speed and net data rate. 
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                                        (a)                                                                         (b)                                                                              (c) 
Fig. 6. The SNR of the recovered signal by DIA at different data rates and transmission distances. The training overheads are (a) 6.7%, (b) 10%, and (c) 20%. 
 
      (a) 
    
     (b) 
Fig. 5.  The symbol error rate versus (a) OSNR (ROP=-4dBm) and (b) 
ROP (OSNR=43dB) for different algorithms. x% DIA, data-aided 
iterative algorithm with x% training overhead; VF (a, b, c), Volterra filter 
with the tap numbers of a, b and c respectively. 
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signal at the 20% FEC limit. The minimum required iterations 
are almost the same for different ROPs. However, for 6.7% 
DIA, some convergence speed differences appear for different 
ROPs and OSNRs. At the 20% FEC limit, the minimum 
number of iterations is 40 for the considered cases. This 
demonstrates that our training strategy can accelerate the 
convergence speed of conventional IA and dramatically 
improves its retrieval ability. Moreover, all the curves 
monotonically increase with iteration number, this verifies the 
DIA algorithm stability. 
D. Parameter Optimization 
The reconstructed signal performance of the proposed DIA 
technique is closely related to the following parameters such as 
amplitude offset, iteration interval and pilot overhead. Here the 
amplitude offset is defined as the direct-current (DC) 
component of a PD-detected optical current. This parameter 
should be estimated before the iteration process starts. In this 
subsection, we show the impacts of the first two factors on the 
transmission performance of 100 Gb/s PAM4 signals over a 50 
km SSMF IM/DD transmission system at an OSNR of 43dB 
(ROP of 0 dBm). 
We first sketch the SER versus the offset of the estimated DC 
component  in Fig. 8(a), where =(Vadopt-Vtrue)/Vtrue ×100%, 
Vadopt is the estimation of the real amplitude of the DC 
component  Vtrue.  As shown in Fig. 8(a), a DIA with a positive 
DC offset suffers less performance degradations than a 
negative DC offset, this indicates that we can choose a relative 
larger DC offset when a slight performance degradation is 
allowed.  
We then depict the DIA performance versus iteration interval 
illustrated in Fig. 2 in Fig. 8(b). It is shown that the SER 
decreases with decreasing iteration interval. To obtain lower 
SERs, a pilot insertion needs to be applied at each cycle of the 
iteration, where the iteration interval equals 1. Because Eq. (10) 
is simpler than Eq. (8), and the SER rises slowly as a function 
of iteration interval, as such the iteration interval can be 
increased appropriately to obtain an optimum trade-off between 
the SER and the complexity. The results shown here are 
obtained for an iteration interval of 3. We also find in Fig. 8(b) 
that even the SER decreases when the overhead increases, we 
cannot, however, increase the overhead discretionarily. In the 
next section, we introduce a method to increase the number of 
pilot symbols but without increasing the overhead. 
IV. DECISION-DIRECTED DIA FOR CONVERGENCE 
ACCELERATION 
In this section, we propose a modified DIA with higher 
performance named DD-DIA and verify its effectiveness. In 
this algorithm, we introduce a decision processes into DIA to 
generate more pilot symbols but without increasing the 
overhead for the first time. The algorithm is described below:  
Phase 1, DIA stage: using P ×  iterations of DIA for 
pre-convergence to guarantee the effectiveness of Phase 2;  
Phase 2, decision-directed (DD）stage: from the (P+1)-th 
iteration,  a decision block is inserted after the match filter to 
decide the transmitted symbol  D ( )x n . We use a random 
variable ( , )n k which follows the Bernoulli distribution at the 
n-th symbol and the k-th iteration, as shown in Eq. (11).  
Pr{ 1} , Pr{ 0} 1 , [0,1]p p p = = = = −  ,        (11) 
where “Pr” stands for probability. Then the symbols after hard 
decision is randomly selected to substitute the signal ( )x n , as 
expressed in Eq. (12) 
   G { ( )} ( , )D ( ) 1 ( , ) ( )x n n k x n n k x n  = + − .        (12) 
Afterwards, we use the pilot symbols ( )pilotd n to replace the 
obtained signal G { ( )}x n as described in Eqs. (13, 14) 
  
Fig. 7. The SNR of the recovered signal after different times of iteration. (a) 
20% overhead@40 dB OSNR; (b) 20% overhead@46 dB OSNR; (c) 6.7% 
overhead@40 dB OSNR; (d)6.7% overhead@46dB OSNR. 
   
 
Fig. 8. The SER curve and bar graph versus (a) the proportion of the DC 
offset and (b) the iteration interval. 
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, ,G{ ( )}= ( , ) ( ) [1 ( , )]G { ( )}M L pilot M Lx n n k d n n k x n  + − ,   (13) 
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We name the decided symbols  ( , )D ( )n k x n as 
pseudo-pilot symbols because they are not the true pilot 
symbols but have a function similar to true pilot symbols when 
the decision is correct.  The “random” selection of the 
pseudo-pilot symbol can further accelerate the convergence 
performance since different combinations of pseudo-pilot 
symbols in different iterations offer a variety of reference 
signals for DIA to ensure the stable convergence.  
Figure 9 (a) illustrates the main difference between DIA and 
DD-DIA. The blue and yellow dash-dotted line represents the 
DIA mentioned in Section II and DD-DIA discussed in this 
section respectively. In this example, P=120 and p=0.6 for 
decided symbol random allocation. The iteration interval L=3 
and the overhead is 10%.  
In Fig. 9(d), the numerically simulated results of the SERs 
versus ROP for DIA and DD-DIA are compared in 100 Gb/s 
over 100 km and 400 km DSB IM/DD PAM4 transmission 
systems. The total number of iterations of DIA and DD-DIA are 
200. In comparison with DIA, for 100 Gb/s over 100 km optical 
transmissions, the SER of DD-DIA has 2 orders of magnitude 
reduction. For a 400 km transmission distance, the SER drops 
below the 20% FEC limit at -8 dBm ROPs, where the SER is 
dropped from 0.15 to 4 × 10-2 (for Gray coding, the 
corresponding BER of 2×10-2 is the 20% FEC limit). This 
signal reconstruction approach outperforms Volterra 
equalization and conventional IA and DIA, because: (1) we are 
fully utilizing the real character of the modulation type and the 
prior knowledge of the transmission system; (2) the 
convergence stability, global optimum feature and convergence 
speed are improved step by step with the aid of pilot symbols 
and pseudo-pilot symbols. For 100 Gb/s PAM4 over 100-km 
SSMF transmission at the ROP of -4dBm, comparing between 
Fig. 9(b) and (c), it is found that the DD-DIA’s eye diagram is 
almost fully recovered, this benefits from the 
decision-introduced convergence acceleration.  
To compare the convergence performance between DIA and 
DD-DIA, we sketch their SER curves versus iteration index for 
different transmission distances in Fig. 10. For DD-DIA, the 
decision process is enabled after the 120-th iteration, this 
results in the disappearance of the error floor that occurs in 
DIA. The DD-DIA algorithm gives a rapid SER reduction 
especially when the SER of DIA is not sufficiently high. When 
the SER of DIA is up to more than 1×10-1, we still can observe 
the SER reduction from DD-DIA, as shown in the blue curves 
of the 400-km case. 
 Since an optimum selection of the starting iteration of the 
decision process in Phase 2 can obtain a better performance 
with a lower total iteration number, we depict SER curves 
versus iteration index in Fig. 11, where Phase 2 begins at 
different iterations for 100 Gb/s PAM4 signals over 200 km 
SSMF transmissions. The OSNR and ROP are kept at 40 dB 
and -4dBm, respectively. From Fig. 11, we can find that the 
decision process can reduce the SER when the SERs of DIA are 
lower than 0.1. To achieve an optimum SER performance, the 
activation time of the DD block is suggested to set when the 
SER is lower than 6×10-2, as shown in the blue curve in Fig.11. 
The DD-DIA is capable of reducing the SER below the 20% 
and 7% FEC limit within only 25 and 60 iterations, which saves 
more time and reduces the computational complexities 
compared to the “error escape” method in [13]. 






Totally 200 times iterations
The proportion of the inserted random-located
decided symbols is 0.6



















DD-DIA 100 Gb/s 400 km 43 dB OSNR
DIA 100 Gb/s 400 km 43 dB OSNR
DD-DIA 100 Gb/s 100 km 40 dB OSNR




Fig. 9 Illustration of DD-DIA the signal reconstruction performance comparison between DIA and DD-DIA. The eye diagrams in subgraphs (b) and (c) 
correspond to the SER-ROP points circled in subgraph (d). 
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Fig. 10. SER versus number of iteration for DIA and DD-DIA calculated at 40 
dB OSNR and -4 dB ROP. Decision is enabled from the 121th iteration. 
 
Fig. 11. SER versus the number of iteration cycles of DD-DIA. The legend 
“DD-DIA (20/40/60/80)” represents the starting point of decision is activated 
from the 20th/40th/60th/80th cycle of iteration. The 100 Gb/s PAM4 signal is 
transmitted over 200 km SSMF at the OSNR and ROP of 40 dB and -4 dBm. 
 
To explore the tolerance of DIA and DD-DIA to dispersion 
parameter mismatch between the real value and the estimated 
value, numerical simulations are conducted where the 
dispersion mismatch is represented by a fiber length mismatch 
in kilometer. For both DIA and DD-DIA, the results are plotted 
in Fig. 12 as a function of fiber length mismatch. Note that ideal 
optical amplifiers are adopted in the simulations. With the help 
of the decision process, we find that no performance 
degradations occur when the fiber length increases from 40 km 
to 100 km at an OSNR of 40 dB. At a SER of 1×10-2 for the 40 
km SSMF transmission, DIA has 1 km fiber length estimation 
error tolerance at an OSNR of 46 dB, while DD-DIA doubles 
the tolerance of DIA (dynamic range is 5%). For the 100 km 
fiber transmission, the tolerance is similar to that corresponding 
to 40 km SSMF, this reveals that a higher estimation accuracy 
is required (2%) for a longer fiber distance. When there is a 
dispersion deviation, it is equivalent to apply a perturbation to 
the propagation equation. The DIA and DD-DIA have a finite 
error correction capability, so a moderate perturbation results in 
their performance degradation while a large perturbation makes 
them insufficient to align the signal values at each iterations, 
and consequently, this perturbation accumulates, step by step, 
calculation errors step over step into the signal to be retrieved, 
which finally causes the performance divergence.  
To accurately estimate the dispersion parameter and other 
parameters mentioned above, we can use two methods in 
practice: the first one is a recursive method that is based on the 
fast modelling technique of machine learning, typically for 
transfer learning with deep neural network. The other one is to 
use an optimization method by parameter sweeping or 
searching. Based on the knowledge of channel characteristics, 
DIA and DD-DIA can support the optical field reconstruction 
in IM/DD system with a higher transmission capacity. 
To accurately estimate the dispersion parameter and other 
parameters mentioned above, we can use two methods in 
practice: the first one is a recursive method that is based on 
the fast modelling technique of machine learning, typically 
for transfer learning with deep neural network. The other 
one is to use an optimization method by parameter sweeping 
or searching. Based on the knowledge of channel 
characteristics, DIA and DD-DIA can support the optical 
field reconstruction in IM/DD system with a higher 
transmission capacity. 
V. CONCLUSION 
We have proposed and investigated two novel data-aided 
iterative algorithms termed DIA and DD-DIA for linearizing 
IM/DD optical transmission systems. DD-DIA is a promising 
algorithm for reconstructing optical fields of intensity 
modulated and directly detected signals with the following 
advantages, (1) No modifications to hardware structures; (2) 
high transmission capacity; (3) fast convergence speeds (within 
50 cycles of iterations) without “escape” re-initialization; (4) 
large tolerance to errors in channel parameter estimation, and 
(5) significant OSNR/ROP gains. This refreshes our knowledge 
of the transmission extreme of IMDD transmission systems, 
our results indicate that the proposed technique has great 
potential for practical implementation.   
 
 
Fig. 12. SER versus the estimation error of fiber length for 100 Gb/s PAM4 
DSB IM/DD system. The ROP is -4 dBm. The starting beginning cycle index 
of iteration of DD-DIA is 80. The total iteration number is 200. 
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